Abstract

App Inventor developed by MIT is a visual programming development environment with drag-and-drop interface which aims to help design and implement mobile apps with full functionality on Android operating system. App Inventor’s intuitive blocks programming allow mobile app developers to focus on design and programming logic instead of language syntax. Apps development processes are composed of five phrases, which are discovery, wire-framing, prototyping, implementation, and deployment. In software design process, generally software architecture is divided into components called modules. We analyze that a module is composed of related blocks of App Inventor. With applying App Inventor as an Android application prototyping method, it allows android mobile application to be implemented much faster. In this study, we show the development process using App Inventor as a prototyping method is more efficient compared to using Android SDK only.
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1. Introduction

As the wide and fast-growing smart phones require various broadband mobile services, mobile applications should be developed rapidly and enormously to meet rapidly changing market conditions. App Inventor is a visual blocks programming tool and web-based. It has two major elements, the Component Designer and the Blocks Editor. App Inventor allows inexperienced users with little or no programming knowledge to develop mobile apps easily. Users can design an app's interface and non-visible components, and integrate them using the Component Designer. With the Blocks Editor, users can specify an apps' behavior and set how the app acts under certain conditions. The Blocks Editor supports graphical guidance for selecting, composing, and understanding program structures, which can help beginners reduce most common programming errors. App Inventor is reinforcing fundamentals of programming, learning new concepts, teamwork and building mobile apps. In mobile apps development, a prototype is a simulating model of a mobile application, usually built for demonstration purposes or as part of the development process. A prototype is early version of software built to test and try some newly proposed design. Prototyping of apps is very important for rapid development of mobile apps. A prototyping tool should be easy for designers to use in the conceptual app design phase. It should be set and available in users' general environment with little difficulties. There are several prototyping methods such as paper based prototyping, blended prototyping and tool based prototyping. In this paper, we are interested in tool based prototyping.

2. Android App Development Process

Android, which is built on top of the Linux kernel, is a mobile operating system. Android app development processes by which new apps are created for the android operating system. The first step in developing an app is to come up with an idea, which is discovery. The second step is wire-framing. This is the stage where you toss
out ideas and see what works. Effective wire-framing allows you to work through your apps’ navigation. Wire-framing makes your ideas tangible and easier to evaluate. Wire-framing is a structural representation of screen skeletons for intended layout of an app with the form of simple line-sketches. In Wire-framing stage, developers make a structure design for your app with your preferences. It includes aspects of the feasibility, specifications, platform, and features. This stage helps you verify that the Android app development progresses harmoniously with your requirements. Next step is prototyping, which is gathering detailed requirements and devising screens user interface, and then develop a prototyping app simulating target app. Next step is developing and testing a target app, called implementation. Some of the other features are taken into account including passing information between activities, SQLite Database, usage intention, navigation, and list of views in this Android app development process. In order to keep Quality Assurance of App, regular checks are carried out to ensure the application’s functionality during the whole period of the Android app development. The app testing process ensures that the app being developed is of high quality with few errors. Final step is deployment, which is to release and publish mobile apps. App deployment is an essential task for preparing for publication and distribution. A release version of the application is created and prepared for deployment to Android-based devices. The release version can be available through a single or multiple distribution channels.

3. App Inventor for Prototyping App

We show a sample app for showing that App Inventor is used efficiently as a prototyping tool in the app development processes.

3.1 App Inventor

App Inventor is a web-based developing environment with two main elements, the Component Designer and the Blocks Editor shown in Figure 1. App Inventor makes it easy for users to develop an Android app, although users are lacking in programming experience. With the Component Designer to create an app on Android devices, users can specify the app’s visible (e.g., menus or buttons) and non-visible components (e.g., web connections or sounds) and then integrate them. The Component Designer is a user interface design tool with a WYSIWYG interface. Users can drag and drop visual objects into a view, set and change component properties like size and color for each object, and specify the app’s general look.

With the Blocks Editor, users can specify an apps’ behavior and set how the app acts under certain conditions. The core strength of App Inventor is to provide visual programming interface. It is possible to create full functioning mobile apps by arranging visible and non-visible components and behavior logic blocks with drag-and-drop editing. The blocks language provides easy-to-use programming interface. The decrease of typing rate considerably reduces chances of syntax errors for beginners, the blocks give visual hints to simplify the development task, and only some blocks are held in their positions to minimize the possibility of errors.
3.2 Target App

Target app project is shown in Figure 2. Target app is showing a message displayed in various text and background colors composed of red, green and blue color value of between 0 and 255.

3.3 Prototyping Target App

We develop a prototype of a target app with App Inventor. App Inventor has two core modules, the Component Designer and the Blocks Editor. The Component Designer designs the app’s user interface by arranging visual and non-visual components. Figure 3 shows Designer screen of target app project.

3.4 Blocks Programming

Next, let’s program the components using blocks. With the Blocks Editor, you can program the behavior of your app by putting blocks together with intention. Upper blocks of Figure 4 are the blocks that screen will initialize edit text components (tBoxR, tBoxG, and tBoxB) color to red, green, blue and value to 0 when screen1 is opened. Also lower blocks show that when button btnCngLb is clicked, label text of lbDisplay is set to tBox Input text.

Figure 5 shows that When btnT Color button is clicked, the color is created as the text color of lbDisplay label and the message in lbDisplay is displayed that color.

The check Color procedure of Figure 6 gets an input value and checks its limits of between 0 and 255, because this value is a red, green or blue color value of 8 bit. If it’s less than 0 or not a number at all, the return value will be...
0. If it’s greater than 255, the result will be 255. The check Color procedure calls the limit Range procedure. The limit Range procedure is a procedure having an input, a lower limit and an upper limit of parameters, and checks the limits of input within that range, and then returns and then returns a value of between the lower limit 0 and the upper limit 255.

The limit Range procedure is interested. If the input of the procedure is not a number, the result is the lower limit 0. If the input of the procedure is a number, the procedure returns a final number between 0 and 255. To restrict the range, first of all the procedure take the maximum of the input and the lower limit 0 and then returns the minimum of the result of the maximum and the upper limit 255.

3.5 Easy to Implement Java Source of App

App Inventor’s block can be translated easily into app Java source. Therefore, with prototyping target app with App Inventor, we can develop a target app rapidly. For example, blocks for when Screen1 is initialized can be translated into java source of following Figure 7.

4. Prototyping Significance

A significant function of prototyping is to simulate a target app quickly and easily. The other function is how to help other processes of app development processes in actual development processes. That is, prototyping process is meaningless by itself. It should have connectivity to other processes. As shown in the following Table 1, discovery, wire-framing, implementation and deployment process are related with prototype process closely. As shown in the chapter 2, Android application prototyping method using App Inventor is effective on connectivity with other process of app development processes. Especially Designer of App Inventor helps to wire-framing process. Block coding of App Inventor is very easy, effective in implementation process as well.

| Table 1. Prototyping Connectivity with the other app development processes |
|---------------|---------------------------------|
| Step | Process | Connectivity of Prototyping |
| 1 | Discovery to come up with an idea | A prototyping tool that simulates a target app easily is effective for good ideas. |
| 2 | Wire-framing providing a structural design of screen skeletons at the layout of an app | As wire-framing simulates a target app, a prototype tool having easy screens design is very effective. |
| 3 | Prototyping develop a prototyping app simulating target app | A prototype tool should simulate a target app easily and quickly. |
| 4 | Implementation developing and testing a target app | Developing a prototyping app should help to develop a target app with original development environment. |
| 5 | Deployment essential tasks for preparing for publication and distribution | Prototyping is recommended to help to release and distribute a target app. |
5. Conclusion

The process of app development is not so different from the traditional software development process. However, if we develop Android apps more quickly with a project team having developers who deficient in Android SDK and Java programming experience, it will greatly contribute to improving apps development productivity. The App Inventor is used by many departments relating computer science and engineering in college and many students interested in smart apps in the school. Everyone insufficient to programming knowledge can create Android apps by using App Inventor.

You can design Android app on a web page, put a few of logic blocks together on the same page, and test Android app on an emulator or on your phone at the same time.

App Inventor is the advantage of component visual programming, where one can drag and drop visual components, and then give programmable behaviors to logic blocks to develop mobile apps easy. Therefore, App Inventor using for app prototyping is highly efficient because App Inventor is easy to use and intuitive for app programming and App Inventor is effective on connectivity with other process of app development processes.
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